Dear Bill,

Just a few lines to thank you for the Casanova Gleanings, with your article and the kind dedication.

I have read your article with interest, but at the same time with somewhat of a disappointment: I certainly expected that he /Casanova/ had used cipher for the same or similar purposes as Pepys!

Here we are enjoying fine fall weather. Annie spends most of her time in the garden, while I divide mine between the office and my desk at home. I must however confess that I drive Nyberg much harder than myself. As to business, we have more than enough work for at least a year and a half, and we are of course also busy with developments: we are still working hard on rotor machines, and expect to be able to start manufacturing them sometime next year. We understand well that the rotor principle is now considered by many people, now that electronics is the password; but nevertheless we believe that the rotor machine has an important place to fill, before the electronic machines can take over. We have an electronics department in our laboratory already a couple of years, and are of course not strangers to these problems.

We do hope, Annie and myself that you and Elizabeth are both well. We do hope also that Barbara's problems shall be solved in a satisfactory way. We send our affectionate regards to you all!

Sincerely,